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Vision." approach to our organization's work

excitement for PSW, for our profession, and for the further
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impact we can have on the care of patients. Their work represents

is the bedrock of who we are. We now have the opportunity to
intentionally extend this culture of collaboration and mutual
respect to talk about diversity and inclusion.
The American Society of Association Executives (ASAE) says,
“Associations that intend to remain relevant today and long into
the future recognize the strategic importance of diversity and
inclusion (D+I) as an association management discipline. Many
associations are working to build competencies needed to foster
collaboration among volunteers and staff who come from a wide
variety of demographic backgrounds and identities, recognizing
that greater participation by diverse contributors can solve
problems more creatively and identify growth opportunities that
the association might otherwise miss."
PSW is now poised to expand who we are as an inclusive
organization and pursue strategic efforts around diversity and
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a movement within PSW versus a singular moment in time. The
PSW DEI Team will work closely in collaboration with the PSW
Board of Directors to implement lasting infrastructure that will
become deeply intertwined with the PSW mission and vision.
With the incredible leadership of team co-leads Xin Ruppel
and Ellina Seckel, the DEI Team will work to provide a diversity
and inclusion statement showcasing that the Pharmacy Society
of Wisconsin stands up for diversity in our membership, equity
in opportunities, and inclusiveness. At PSW, we celebrate our
differences to learn and grow from each other and unify in the
efforts to advance our profession and enhance patient care.
I believe I have a great responsibility to put into action the
vision our members have for their practice and their patients. Over
the coming weeks, the PSW Board of Directors will be developing
a three-year strategic plan for PSW. Our D+I work will be an
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important aspect of our one voice and one vision for the future.
The Oath of a Pharmacist, taken by every pharmacist upon

are healers of the sick and protectors of those who need our help.
Our patients are diverse and so are we.

graduation, states, "I will consider the welfare of humanity and
relief of suffering my primary concerns." Irrespective of race,
color, religious creed, political views, ancestry, age, sex, sexual
orientation, national origin, or mental or physical challenges, we

- Sarah Sorum, PharmD,
Executive Vice President & CEO
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